The real value of
business rock stars

Deconstructing the widening gap
between C-level compensation
and the average workers' salary
The real value of business rock
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The latest CEO-to-worker pay ratio recorded in the USA was 335:1. In spite of the
Great Recession, the growing public debate about inequality and the missing
correlation with company performance, CEOs' paychecks keep getting bigger. Is
the widening gap between leadership and the rest of workers an inevitable result
of a more complex world, where individuality rules over the masses? Or a mere
distortion induced by poor corporate governance? By analysing the drivers behind
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this phenomenon, we try to give some fact-based answers.
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Foreword

classes. In fact, C-level execs are just
one segment of the ultra high income

+997%
CEOs' compensation increase in
the USA between 1978 and 2014

At Berkshire Hathaway’s Annual

group, which includes fund managers,

General Meeting in April, Warren

traders and other asset management

Buffett addressed the issue of

or so-called transaction-based

compensation plans, noting that they

professions. For example, the topic of

should fit the needs of the business,

carried interest and its fiscal

rather than vice versa. This happens

treatment was mentioned in the US

when a “very greedy chief

presidential election. However,

executive... designs a pyramid so that

unlike corporate executive salaries,

a whole bunch of other people down

such roles and remunerations of

the line get overpaid... just so it

transaction-based professionals are

doesn’t look like he’s all by himself

closely linked to individual

[...]. There’s a lot of misbehavior.”

performances and therefore easily

C-level compensation has been in the
firing line of activist shareholders
such as hedge funds, pension funds
and sovereign wealth funds, urging
for radical reforms to align the
interests of the company and its
management.

CEOs' pay levels
In 2015, Expedia’s CEO Dara
Khosrowshahi received an astounding
881% raise, with a total compensation

Excessive executive compensation is

of $94.6 million, more than the

becoming a real crowd pleaser. Both

combined earnings of actors Bradley

candidates for the US Presidential

Cooper and Tom Cruise.

election referred to it. In Hillary
Clinton's words, “There’s something
wrong when the average American
CEO makes 300 times more than the
typical American worker.” According
to Donald Trump, high CEO pay is “a
total and complete joke” and
“disgraceful,” and worse CEOs have a

This is no exception. According to a
Bloomberg report “the gap between
pay for U.S. chief executive officers
and the people who work for them
has widened sevenfold in three
decades. Are bosses seven times
smarter these days?"

habit of filling boards with pals who

And the phenomenon has accelerated

rubber-stamp excessive pay. And in

in recent years. In order to recover

the UK, the Prime Minister Theresa

from the Great Recession of the first

May launched her campaign with a

decade of this century, the Economic

speech that proposed reconsidering

Policy Institute has estimated that

ways of reigning in executive pay.

wages for US employees will need to

The abyss which separates CEO
compensation from the average
worker's income is clearly another
symptom of the social gap between
the élite and the middle and working
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defendable.

rise by 3.5 to 4 percent a year. For
CEOs, the EPI has found that there is
no need for recovery: on the
contrary, between 1978 and 2014,
their inflation-adjusted compensation
rose by 997%, compared to a 10.9%
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increase for workers.
This trend is global, although as with
much, is amplified in Corporate

Britain’s highest paid CEOs in 2015
Sir Martin Sorrell, WPP

£70.416m

Tony Pidgley, Berkeley
Group

£23.296m

Rakesh Kapoor, Reckitt
Benckiser

£23.190m
£16.889m

Flemming Ørnskov, Shire

£14.638m

Bob Dudley, BP

£13.296m

Erik Engstrom, Relx

£10.869m

Mike Wells, Prudential
Financial

£10.031m

Michael Dobson/Peter
Harrison, Schroders

£8.905m

Antonio Horta Osorio,
Lloyds Group

£8.773m

women made it into the ranks of the
10 highest paid executives.

America. According to Bloomberg, the

According to the report from the

CEO-to-employee pay ratio in the US

Economic Policy Institute, “CEO

is more than twice what it is in

compensation at the largest firms

Switzerland and Germany, and about

dipped temporarily in 2015, but

10 times greater than in Austria.

remains 940.9% above its 1978 level.

In the UK, CEOs now earn 129 times

Jeremy Darroch, Sky

second with £23m. As in 2014, no

more – including pensions and
bonuses – than the average salary of

This growth in CEO compensation far
exceeded the growth of the stock
market."

their employees. For the average

Obviously, not all CEOs are equal.

worker, wages rose by 2% in 2015,

Glassdoor, where employees and

according to the Office for National

former employees anonymously

Statistics: a modest increase

review companies and their

compared to the sharp decrease in

management, has found that the

the aftermath of the financial crisis.

median salary for an American chief

In the same period, CEOs' salaries

executive today isn’t seven or eight

have increased from £4.1m in 2010 to

figures, but reaches instead a more

nearly £5m in 2014 and to £5.5m in

reasonable $177,800 a year.

2015.

Moreover, any reasonable chart

Leading the pack of highest paid

should factor out founder-CEOs whose

British executives for the second year

packages inevitably affect the lowest

running is the advertising tycoon Sir

CEO pay ratios: examples are Fossil

Martin Sorrell, with a record £70m in

(Kosta Kartsotis, $0 salary), Google

2015, an all-time high in UK corporate

(Larry Page, $1), Kinder Morgan

history. Tony Pidgley, founder and

(Richard D. Kinder, $1): their primary

chairman of the construction

reward as shareholders is to drive

company Berkeley Group, comes

stock price growth.
It is also interesting to consider
public perception. The Rock Center
for Corporate Governance at Stanford
University conducted a nationwide
survey of 1,202 individuals, finding
74% of Americans believe that CEOs
are overpaid in comparison to the
average worker. "Clearly companies
have not been successful
communicating how much value their
CEO creates and how much
compensation is required, given the
market for talent, to attract and

Compared cumulative % changes, 1978-2015 (source: Economic Policy Institute)
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motivate the right people", says Nick
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Donatiello, Lecturer in Corporate

Programme (ISSP) from December

Governance at Stanford Graduate

2012, asking respondents to

School of Business.

“estimate how much a chairman of a

Interestingly discontent and
perception do not correlate with
reality: disclosed CEO pay at Fortune
500 companies is ten times what the
average American believes those
same CEOs earn. This is true for all
groups of respondent, regardless of
their household income.
Even political leaning seems
irrelevant: only a quarter of
Republicans supporters believe CEOs
are paid the correct amount relative
to the average worker, compared
with 16% of Democrats and 11% of
Independents. Surprisingly, low
income workers are less likely to
believe that CEO pay is a problem
(54% of answers) than high income
respondents (72%).

national company, a cabinet minister
in a national government and an
unskilled factory worker actually
earn” and how much each person
should earn, the researchers
discovered how far this discontent
has gone and yet how distant is the
public perception from the real
difference.
In Norton's words “despite enormous
differences in culture, income,
religion, and other factors,
respondents in every country
surveyed showed a universal desire
for smaller gaps in pay between the
rich and poor than the current level
in their countries.” Peter Drucker
warned that any CEO-to-worker ratio
larger than 20:1 would “increase
employee resentment and decrease

The evidence of a perception issue is

morale.” We have clearly gone far

confirmed by recent research by

beyond that point, but obviously not

Sorapop Kiatpongsan of Chulalongkorn

yet in terms of public consciousness.

University and Harvard Business

“The lack of awareness of the gap in

School’s Michael Norton. Using data

CEO to unskilled worker pay — which

from the International Social Survey

in the U.S. people estimate to be 30

CEO Pay vs Median Worker Pay (source: Glassdoor)
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to 1 but is in fact 350 to 1 — likely

together with various legal battles at

reduces citizens’ desire to take

Uber.

action to decrease that gap,” says
Norton. There are signs of change
everywhere, but mostly ineffective:
an unsuccessful vote in Switzerland to

Compensation structure

cap the ratio at 12 to 1 in 2013,

Part of the confusion, both in terms

recent protests by fast food workers

of public awareness, equality and

in the U.S. and initial indications of

effectives, is that executive

discontent of the youngest workers of

remuneration packages have become

the gig-economy, as in the recent

too complex.

strike organised in Italy by Foodora's
riders and at Deliveroo in the UK

In the USA, slightly over a third of the

Pay ratios of CEOs to unskilled workers (source: Harvard Business Review)
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average CEO's pay comes in cash, but

Pensions and perks made up the

the exact percentage varies greatly

difference.

depending on market conditions.

According to MSCI, a provider of

A 2016 survey by the Hay Group for

research tools for institutional

The Wall Street Journal found that

investors, equity incentives now

37% of CEO pay was in cash last year,

account for 70% or more of total CEO

up from 35% in 2013, while the

pay in the United States.

percentage of stock and stock options
decreased by 4 points, to 54%.

“There’s no absolute benchmark in

100 Highest Paid CEOs in 2015 in the USA
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CEO compensation,” says Ric

a percentage of total issued shares)

Marshall, executive director of MSCI’s

was 10 times greater in the 1930s

corporate governance research team.

than in the 1980s, and it is now

The package is often heavily

roughly 12 times greater.

influenced by the pay in the industry
group. “Our finding suggests that
beyond a certain point, the higher
incentive rewards are not meaningful.
Instead, it might have the opposite

70%
the proportion of total CEO
pay in listed US companies
taken by equity incentives

effect [in driving performance].”
Daniel Pink, author of the bestselling
book "Drive", points to research by
the London School of Economics,
where scholars looked at 51 studies
on pay-for-performance schemes,
concluding: “We find that financial
incentives may indeed reduce
intrinsic motivation and diminish
ethical or other reasons for complying
with workplace social norms such as

you pay peanuts?
It was in the 1980s when shareholders
and investors began to think that
CEOs should receive their primary
compensation not from base salaries
but from equity incentives: longerterm stock options to bind top
executives to the destiny of their
stake in the company and its
performance and align them with the
interests of investors.

fairness. As a consequence, the

However, according to a recent study

provision of incentives can result in a

by MSCI, companies paying their CEOs

negative impact on overall

above the median have lower

performance.”

performance in comparison with

Warren Buffett once noted that if you
want independent advice, don’t ask a
barber whether you need a haircut.
On the contrary, as a chief executive,
if you want to earn more you should
definitely hire a compensation
consultant. This is the conclusion of a
new study from the Judge Business
School at Cambridge University.

7

Do you really get monkeys if

those that compensated their chief
executives at or below the median.
100 dollars invested in the 20% of
corporations with the top-paid CEOs
would have grown to $265 over the
study’s 10-year window (2006-2015).
Meanwhile, $100 invested in the
companies led by the lowest-paid
CEOs would have increased to $367.

Researchers found that firms that

As MSCI sharply summarises its new

hire compensation consultants paid

study: “Has CEO pay reflected long-

their CEOs 7.5% more than those that

term stock performance? In a word,

did not.

‘no.’”

The link to equity performance

This result is confirmed by several

clashes somehow with the real weight

other analyses. According to an often

of CEO as a shareholder, making the

quoted study in 2000 in the Journal of

picture even more confusing.

Management, variations in company

According to the Harvard Business

performance account for only about

Review, CEO stock ownership at US

5% of the variation between how

large public companies (measured as

much companies pay their top
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executives. Instead, more

disrupted. Equilar, an executive

conventionally, the first driver is the

compensation consultancy, found a

size of the company, accounting for

connection between the biggest CEO

40% of the difference.

remuneration packages and special

A study by the Institute for Policy
Studies has found that, 22% of
executives who were among America's
top 25 highest-paid CEOs in any year
between 1993 and 2012, worked for
financial firms that took federal
bailout money.

-39%
the IRR loss for
shareholders of companies
with the highest paid CEOs

situations like IPOs, mega mergers or
divestitures and reorganisations. For
example, Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer
made $42.1 million, a 69% increase,
as the search-engine sold its shares in
Alibaba's IPO, granting a 25% return to
shareholders. Chairman John Malone's
relentless deal-making rewarded

CB Insights has recently observed that

Liberty Media's executives healthily

Microsoft offered $44.6 billion for

during the spin off days: Liberty CEO

Yahoo several years ago. In July 2016,

Greg Maffei ($74 million), Discovery

Yahoo was sold for $4.8 billion to

Communications chief David Zaslav

Verizon. A remarkable downturn in

($156 million) and Tom Rutledge ($16

spite of its generous compensation

million) of Malone-controlled Charter

policy: ex-Yahoo COO Henrique De

Communications.

Castro walked away with $58 million
(some reports say $108 million) and
Marissa Mayer looks to be getting a
$55 million severance which will put
her four year haul at $219 million.
"Good for them for negotiating these
pay packages from what appears to
be a comatose, negligent Board,"
commented CB Insights.

the role of shareholders
In most countries the matter of
executive compensation has few
regulatory constraints in place. In the
US, the tax code limits a company's

To avoid the so-called “Dudley

ability to account as a cost the pay of

Paradox” — huge bonuses for CEOs

top executives above $1 million a

hitting targets, even as the company

year, but the provision exempts some

suffers major losses — boards should

forms of performance-related pay.

stop delegating the entire pay

Therefore a fiscal incentive to

discussion to the compensation

overpay executives is still present.

committee. The full board should
review the company’s operations and
strategy thoroughly, setting the
principles to align the interests of top
executives and only then assign to the
compensation committee the task of
aligning corporate KPIs with C-level
compensation.
This may be easier said than done
when the course of business has been

8

Fiscal and legal aspects, and

In the UK, the annual vote on the pay
report — which approves how much
executives actually earn — is
currently nonbinding, although there
have been proposals by the
government recently to change that.
Private companies have historically
kept their CEO’s compensation
undisclosed, but the Dodd-Frank act

© ExecutiveSurf 2016
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in the US, when it comes into full

cases the vote was non-binding, and

effect at the beginning of 2017, will

the board chose to disregard it. But it

require public companies to declare

set the stage for future activism.

their CEO pay ratios. Such rules, if
not sufficient to challenge the status
quo, will at least increase awareness.

Many recent signals point to a
substantial increase in shareholder
power. Since 2002, 11 countries have

Normally, when savvy investors look

passed say-on-pay bills which,

at a company, the question they ask

according to a paper by Ricardo

themselves is how management is

Correa and Uger Lel in the Journal of

compensated, not how much. When

Financial Economics, has led to a

CEOs are awarded millions for nearly

significant reduction in pay and an

running the company into the ground

increase in pay-performance

(as in the case of Bob Nardelli, who

sensitivity. Additional innovations are

was paid $223 million after being

being implemented in other

fired from Home Depot), there is

dimensions of executive pay that are

clearly something wrong with the

more important than ratios; for

entire compensation structure.

example, the lengthening of vesting

In general terms, everyone agrees
that investors should look for
companies that match compensation
with long-term value creation.

horizons and the introduction of debt
in addition to equity in C-level
incentives, to discourage immoderate
risk-taking.

Golden parachutes for failures and

However, most experts agree that

nonperformance-based compensation

when pay structure is inefficient, it is

are therefore two red flags for any

often a symptom of a more

deal. If large institutional investors

underlying corporate governance

begin to follow these principles,

problem.

things may radically change.
The $870 billion Norwegian sovereign
wealth fund has announced that it
will evaluate pay structures more

2017

carefully. In 2016, Aberdeen Asset

The Dodd-Frank act requires
public companies to declare
their CEO pay ratios.

Management revolted against BP’s

Management and Royal London Asset
proposed 20% increase in
compensation for CEO Bob Dudley in a
year when BP made record losses,
joining the 59% of investors that
eventually rejected the package.

Final thoughts and suggestions
CEO compensation, and in general the
total cost of the C-level team, can be
looked at from two angles: social
equality and corporate effectiveness.
According to Brian Tayan, researcher
at Stanford Graduate School of
Business, “Whether high pay packages
are deserved is an emotionally
charged subject. Whether the

In a similar case, in 2015 54% of

government can or should intervene is

Renault’s shareholders, including the

even more divisive. Public consensus

French state, opposed CEO Carlos

is that there is a problem. There is

Ghosn’s €25 million remuneration

much less agreement on a solution.”

package. In both the BP and Renault

9
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Back to the Rock Center at Stanford

professor at the University of

University's survey, 49% of

Southern California, describes how

respondents believe the government

the entire history of executive

should do something to change

compensation regulation is filled with

current CEO pay practices. The range

unintended consequences. For

of political actions spans from

example, the forced disclosure of

increasing taxes on CEO compensation

perks in the US in 1978 simply

to setting a strict limit, or

increased perks, as CEOs saw what

encouraging performance-based

their peers were getting; similarly,

compensation. Even banning the use

the 1984 law on golden parachutes

of stock options or more generally the

alerted many CEOs to their existence;

use of all equity compensation has

and Bill Clinton’s $1 million salary cap

been discussed. UK politicians, for

resulted in raises for CEOs below the

example, have recently floated two

cap and mere reclassifications as

solutions. First, to cap, or at least

bonuses for CEOs above the limit.

disclose, the ratio of CEO pay to
median employee pay. Second, to
subject pay packages to employee
scrutiny, either by an employee vote
or as prime minister Theresa May
suggests, by putting workers on
boards in some version of the German
model.

such as performance targets being
long-term rather than short-term.
And it does nothing to combat
inequality. In March 2016, Chris
Conover of the Center for Health
Policy & Inequalities Research at
Duke University discussed on Forbes

who bear the costs of paying the CEO,

what would happen if the CEO

it is unclear on what grounds the

compensation at large health insurers

government or other stakeholders can

had been redistributed to members.

or should justifiably interfere.

"Peanuts," was the answer.

recognise employees' value (some
studies show that stocks of firms with

49%

cap misses more important measures,

However, since it is the shareholders

Companies already have incentives to

the proportion of people who
believe the government should
regulate CEO pay practices

From the shareholder's perspective, a

high employee satisfaction
outperform their peers by 2-3%/year).
But there’s a big difference between
keeping employees engaged and
putting them on the board. Indeed,
Gary Gorton and Frank Schmid of the
National Bureau of Economic
Research found that worker
representation on German boards is
associated with lower profitability.

One missing element, however, could
be the effect on image and
consensus. “Becoming aware of the
top leadership awarding itself pay
hikes, perks and bonuses while the
rest of the company is undergoing
budget cuts has a very negative
effect on people,” HR executive
Agata Dulnik of Accenture says.
“Employees begin to question the
integrity of their leadership, develop
a negative attitude to change
initiatives, and lose loyalty. Their

The inequality issue is a second tough

engagement drops, and they start to

challenge, as attempts to regulate

actively look for a way out.”

pay may backfire. Kevin J. Murphy, a

10
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To make things worse, in an age of

should be challenging the pay level

social media and blogs, word of such

and structure of CEO remuneration

practices can spread very quickly and

packages. But directors have little or

affect the company’s image with

no interest in stirring the pot: they

employees, potential employees and

receive very attractive fees for a

even clients. Although this fear didn't

part-time job — many earn $100,000

stop JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie

a year or more for attending 6 to 12

Dimon from receiving a $7 million pay

meetings. Moreover — and this is

raise and earning $27 million at a

arguably the heart of the matter —

time (2015) when 6,761 employees

CEOs play a big role in getting

were laid off.

directors their positions in the first

Talking about the general rise in
inequality, in 2009 Steven N. Kaplan
(University of Chicago Booth School of

place, a true merry-go round of
conflicts of interest and corporate
backscratching.

Business) and Joshua Rauh (Stanford

In the end, it all seems to be more

University) showed that high CEO pay

about bargaining power, rather than

is certainly not a major cause: growth

productivity or demand for skills in a

has been far more aggressive in other

particular sector. In other words, the

fields, like law firms, hedge funds,

power of CEOs to extract concessions

private equity and venture capital. If

from shareholders.

inequality is really the concern, it
may be better addressed by a high

Rod Bailey, Alessandro Tosi

rate of income tax and by closing tax
loopholes in additional forms of
income like carried interest. In this
way we could focus purely on
shareholders' interests and
protection, and improving the boards'
decision-making processes from
company strategy to KPIs and
compensation.
Having robust board processes in
place is crucial when a new CEO or
senior executive is hired, a time
when the eagerness to attract the
best candidate can lead to gigantic
failures, like Henrique De Castro's 15
months at Yahoo, worth a whopping
$109 million.
Once again, inefficient, if not
crooked, behaviour lies at the heart
of corporate governance practices. In
principle, non-executive directors

11
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ExecutiveSurf was one of the first executive search companies to exploit the
potential of the emerging digital technologies in the sector. Since 2000 it has

Global Talent Gateway

been disrupting traditional practices, starting with the innovative use of early
job sites, then vertical search aggregators, and now social media. Operational
worldwide, working with over 250 active clients in 50 countries and 28
languages, ExecutiveSurf integrates the most relevant digital functionalities
into its processes on a continuous basis.
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